MindTap is the platform that helps teachers empower
students and build their confidence.
Create a learning environment powered by you with apps that add video, audio,
interactive tools and more to engage your students.

ASSIGNMENTS
Aplia
Aplia significantly improves
outcomes and elevates thinking by
increasing student effort and engagement.

CNOW Homework
With its engaging learning and
assessment tools, CengageNOW
supports the entire student workflow, from
motivation to mastery.

InSite
Insite is a fully integrated,
productivity-enhancing solution
that delivers an all-in-one perspective on your
students’ work.

SAM
SAM trains and tests essential
Microsoft Office and computer
concepts skills.

i

Questia

Access a vast library of books and
articles that instructors can add
to the course learning path or ebook and
students can use to research.

STUDY TOOLS

SHARING & COLLABORATION

Flashcards
A classic learning tool digitally
reimagined, flashcards detect the
chapter a student last opened, then shows
cards for that chapter.

MyContent
Open new instructional and
engagements opportunities by
sharing your own documents through Google
Docs.

NetTutor
NetTutor® is staffed with U.S.based tutors and facilitated by a
proprietary whiteboard created for online
collaboration in education.

Inline RSS Feed
Send timely, valid feeds to students
— within the Learning Path or as
separate reading — with the option to add
accompanying remarks.

Notebook
Integrating Evernote technology,
this app aggregates student
annotations and notes into a single
consolidated view.

WebVideo
Easily incorporate YouTube videos
as a separate viewing activity within
the Learning Path or directly within a reading
assignment.

ReadSpeaker
Text-to-speech technology offers
varied reading styles and the option
to synchronize highlighted text to reinforce
understanding.

Bongo
Select MindTap courses include this
app that lets students record, share
and comment on videos to better engage in
discussions, assignments and more.

StudyHub
StudyHub allows students to collect
their own notes and highlights, any
notes and highlights shared by their instructor,
glossary terms, flashcards and more into
focused, printable study guides.

Pathbrite
This ePortfolio tool helps students
highlight skills and experiences
from inside and outside the classroom to
show that they are more than their GPA.

To learn about your particular course area, check with your National Geographic Learning sales consultant.
*Different assignment apps are available for different courses.
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